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Narrative Review Checklist

Section/Topic
Item 
No

Item
Reported on Page 
Number/Line 
Number

Reported on  
Section/Paragraph

TITLE

Title 1 Identify the report as a Narrative Review of …

ABSTRACT

Unstructured summary 2 Provide an unstructured summary including, as applicable: background, objective, brief summary of narrative 

review and implications for future research, and clinical practice or policy development.

INTRODUCTION

Rationale/background 3 Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known.

Objectives 4 Specify the key question(s) identified for the review topic.

METHODS

Research selection 5 Specify the process for identifying the literature search (eg, years considered, language, publication status, study 

design, and databases of coverage).

DISCUSSION/SUMMARY

Narrative 6 Discuss: 1) research reviewed including fundamental or key findings, 2) limitations and/or quality of research 

reviewed, and 3) need for future research.

Summary 7 Provide an overall interpretation of the narrative review in the context of clinical practice and/or the Nutrition Care 

Process for registered dietitian nutritionists, clinical practice for other health professionals, policy development 

and implementation, or future research.
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	文本域110: Page 1, Line 1
	文本域130: Pages 4-5.The original introduction fulfill  these requirements.Moreover, in line 87 has been added the word "narrative".
	文本域132: Pages 4-5.This is included in lines 87-90.
	文本域116: Page 3.The original abstract fulfill  these requirements.Moreover, in line 56 has been added the phrase "and narrative".
	文本域111: Title section, Page 1
	文本域131: Introduction
	文本域133: Introduction
	文本域117: Abstract
	文本域1020: Page 5, Lines 92-101.A section "Methods" has now been incorporated in the manuscript, based on this recommendation.
	文本域1022: Point 1 has been addressed in sections "Toxicities of cancer vaccines", "Toxicities of cytokines", "Toxicities of adoptive cell therapy", "Toxicities of checkpoint protein inhibitors", "Toxicities in the checkpoint protein inhibitors-based combined therapy", "Organ-special toxicities of checkpoint protein inhibitors", and "Management of toxicities".Points 2 and 3 have been addressed in the section "Conclusions and future directions", pages 23-24, more specifically lines 564-574. 
	文本域1024: Nutrition careprocess and involvement of dietitian nutritionists should preferably not included in this article.The question of the future research is answered in page 24, lines 568-574. 
	文本域1021: Methods
	文本域1023: Point 1 has been addressed in sections "Toxicities of cancer vaccines", "Toxicities of cytokines", "Toxicities of adoptive cell therapy", "Toxicities of checkpoint protein inhibitors", "Toxicities in the checkpoint protein inhibitors-based combined therapy", "Organ-special toxicities of checkpoint protein inhibitors", and "Management of toxicities".Points 2 and 3 have been addressed in the section "Conclusions and future directions".
	文本域1025: The question of the future research is answered in the section "Conclusions and future directions".
	文本域1068: Article information: http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/atm-20-7361  *As the checklist was provided upon initial submission, the page number/line number reported may be changed due to copyediting and may not be referable in the published version. In this case, the section/paragraph may be used as an alternative reference. 


